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Driven by an appreciation of great materials and

PRODUCT TYPE
Shelf

honest, functional design, Krøyer-Sætter-Lassen has
created the Corbel Shelf for MENU – a versatile floating

ENVIRONMENT
Indoor

ledge for use as a bedside or side table or display
platform for much-loved treasures.

DIMENSIONS
H: 30 cm / 11,8"
W: 28 cm / 11"
D: 29,5 cm / 11,6"

Taking its name and design cues from architectural
weight-bearing brackets traditionally made from stone or
wood, Corbel is a modernist, wall-mounted podium that
combines contrasting materials to arresting effect. Krøyer-

PRODUCTION PROCESS
CNC cuttede top plate from excess marble, CNC
cutted solid wood and bended plated steel rod.

Sætter-Lassen’s idea for the Corbel Shelf came from time
spent documenting corbels in their native Copenhagen.

C O LO U R

Supremely simple in its shape, the marble, wood and

Shelf top
White (Carrara marble)

metal design it unites geometric elements in one
functional piece. The Carrara marble has been selected for

Base
Dark stained oak and bronzed brass

its beauty and sustainability; made from stunning quarry
off-cuts that would otherwise have been discarded. The

M AT E R I A LS

white stone stands in beautiful contrast to the stained oak

Solid oak, marble and plated steel.

and powder coated metal. Expressive yet understated, it
attaches to a wall with concealed screws to underscore its

WEIGHT
3,46 kg / 7,63 lb

minimalist silhouette, making it ideal for a hall, bedroom
or living room wall, or as a part of a larger installation.
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A Sense of Community

MENU at The Audo

MENU has always been fascinated by the way in which

MENU’s showroom is located at The Audo, a unique concept

individuals and spaces can be united through great design.

that masterfully unites co-working and event facilities, a café,

In our pursuit to craft furniture, lighting and interior

restaurant and retail area, as well as an exclusive residence

accessories shaped by purposeful details, high-quality

in a single, community-building universe. MENU’s portfolio

materials and human needs, we create strong and lasting

of furniture, lighting and accessories are presented and

relations between designers, manufacturers and customers.

experienced here in new and authentic ways. Redefining how

The sense of community that results from this union of

we use design, space and, ultimately, how we connect to one

like-minded individuals fosters a deeper sense of belonging

another, the creative destination is a hub for powerful ideas,

– and products that stand the test of time, inviting human

beautiful design and inspiration.

connection, inspiration and experimentation to push the
boundaries of modern design. We truly believe that when
we work collectively, we achieve more than we do
individually: the sum of our work and of our connections is
always greater than its parts, and our softly minimal designs
and collaborative spirit help to join the dots between the
home, the workplace and the service industry, redefining
how we use space and, ultimately, how we connect to
those around us.
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